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The purpose of this investigation was twofold. The first
U goal was to develop an understanding of the flow behavior and

interaction with the blades of a paddlewheel type Surface Im-
pulse Propulsion (SIP) system operating over a water surface.
The second goal was to experimentally evaluate the effect of
interbiade webbing and wheel internal pressure on the thrust
performan ce of a webbed SIP system.
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A series of configurations of forward speed, wheel rpm,
blade immersion depth, web length, and internal wheel pres-
sure were tested. Application of the webbing material sig-
nificantly improved thrust production. Two critical parameters
were the ratio of web length to blade tip to tip distance and
internal system pressure. Both influenced the losses common
to such a system, water entrainment at blade exit and air
entrainment in the blade cavities at blade entry. Improve-Kments of as much as 600% were seen in thrust coefficient for
the best case, and significant performance improvement was
noted over a wide range of parameters.
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IBSTRIACT

The purpose of this investigation was zwofold. The
first goal was to develop an understanding of the flow

behavior and interaction with the blades of a paddleuheel
type Surface Impulse Propulsion (SIPI system operating over

a water surface. The second goal was to experimentally

evaluate the effect of intarblade webbing and wheel internal
pressure on the thrust performance of a webbed SIP system.

& series of configurations of forward speed, wheel rpm,

blade immersion depth, web length, ind internal wheel pres-

sure were tested. kppli cation of the webbing material
* significantly improved thrust production. rwo critical

parameters were the ratio of web length to blade tip to tip
distance and internal system pressure. Both influenced the

losses common to such a system, water entrainment at blade

exit and air entrainment in the blade cavities at blade

entry. Improvements of as much as 500% were seen in thrust

coefficient for the best case, and significant performance

Simprovement was noted over a wide rangs of parameters.
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1. KIIOflUJay

The propulsion of amphibious or all terrain vehicles has
been a problem since their earliest Introduction. One major

dIff-iculty stems from the liversity of type and consistency

of the surface over whlch the craft is to travel. I . may

range from free surface water to sand and muskeg type

terrain that is unable to support the static load of the
vehicle. Invariably, a thrust generating system optimally

designed for one type of terrain exhibits a significantly

degraded performance in other environments.

The solution to this dilemma has traditionally been
sought in one of two ways. One sethod is to design an
optimal thrusting system for the environment in which the

craft will most often 3pe-ate and accept decreased perfor-

mance during operation over different surfaces. The second

approach is to configure the vehicle with a plurality of

propulsion systems, each optimized for a particular terrain.
Common examples are amphibious crift fitted with marine
propellors for over water 2peration and low pressure wheels
for land locomotion. Neither of these solutions is entirely

satisfactory.
with the advent of Surface Eff-ct Vehicles (SEV), and

particularly Air Cushi3n Vehicles (ACV) , :he propulsion
question becomes even more complex. I'. is the ACV's ability

to hover "above" a surface without contact that constitutes
its greatest attraction. From the propulsion perspective,

however, this non-contact hovering capability is a source of

difficulty.
As a result, the only currently available propulsive

systems for ACVs are the air propeilor and jet thrust. The
technology is derived from aircraft p.actice. One example
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fTqure 1 Bell Aerospace LILCT-30 at Cruise Speed.

of such an application is the LAZV-33, shown in Figure 1

operating over water at design cruise speed of 40 knots.

Air cushion vehicles were initially envisioned with high
speed capability and thus the Pc*Pulsion systems have

evolved to meet that requirement. While it is true that the

ai:- cushion principle leads itself to high speed travel,
experience has shown that typical traditional missions

2 attempting to utilize the ACV teholg i.lv nl

small portion per operating flight hour at maximum speed.

The remainder is spent at significantly lover speeds.
This aspect of actual operation sheds a different light

on the ACT propulsion question. First, the air propellor,

sized for a high design cruise speul, loses Its appeal at

9
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low speed, since propulsive efficienzy is severely degraded.

A second aspect concerns ACV maneuve ability at low speeds,

where aerodynamic surfaces such as rudders are ineffective.

A maneuvering ACV, lacking contact with a surface, must

depend on control forces which are generated at the expense

of thrust power. This necessitates rotating the propellor

disk or thrust generator and/or use of multiple thrustors

with differential power capability. This same consideration

also limits the grade climbing and descent capability of an

A third consileration focuses cn the terrain-craft

interaction at low speed. While at high speed an ACV

largely "outruns" the spray and debris stirred up by the air

cushion, at low speed it finds itself in a highly unfavor-

able environment. Figure 2 illustrates these conditions for

an ACV operating in a beach zone. This mode of operation

results in high erosion rates of the propellors and high

probability of actual impact damage from foreign objects.

Ancillary considerations include propellor deck space,
propellor noise, and personnel safety.

At the other end of the speed spectrum are air cushion

vehicle systems which can be more correctly called heavy

load movers. Speeds for this type vehicle seldom exceed 10

knots. If propellors were to be usel for thrust generation,

they would have to be of very low disk loading and hence

large diameters to exhibit acceptable propalsive effi-

cienies. This is obviously not a practical alternative.

As a result of these system constraints, the heavy load

mover ACV is often towed by tug boat over water or by cater-

piiler tractor over land. An alternative considered in

several designs is the Surface Impulse Propulsion (SIP)

concept. The SIP system involves a low pressure wheel which

is mechanically driven by a propulsion motor. The concept is

only practical in operations over lind. Thrust performance

10



Figure 2 ICV Underway in a Beach Environment.

of a low pressure wheel over water is relatively poor.

Figure 3 illustrates one zonf-Iguratian of an ACV fittad with

a wheeled Surf-ice impulse Propulsion system.

Thus there obviously is a speed range (10-30 knots) for

which there is not any one suitable propulsion =oncept. An

alternative which may pr:ove attractive is the marriage of

the soft tire for land locomotion ind the padlevheel for

water propulsion. The coibination would constitute a truly

hybrid all terrain propulsion system. The concept is -illus-

trited with the aid of Figure 4 .The proposed system

consists of a paddlewheel which is coafigured wit- alosl
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Figure 3 ACV Fitted with Wheeled SIP System.

stretched fabric material between the paddlewheel blades

proper. Means are provided to selectively pressurize the

interior of the wheel thus controlling the shape or deploy-
mentof-he material between the paddles.

Figure 14 (a) depicts cor-ditions for operations over

land. The wheel internal pressure is Increased such that

the interbiade fabric is put in tension and assumes a convex

geometry. ."his effectively decouplas the solid structural

blades from the surface and the system behaves like a low
pressure tire. In over wazer operation, illustrated in

Figure 14 (b), the internal air pressure Is decreased by the
craft operator and the interblade membrane assumes concave

geometry under the action of hydrodynamic forces. This

12



CONVEX

I(a) Land locomotion operating mod=-.

INI
LOBESI

L(b) Marine propulsion operating mode.

Figure 4 Proposed Webbed Suirfaca Impulse Propulsor.
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allows the paddlewheel blades to engage the water and thus

generate thrust.

This investigation hal two goals. The first was to

develop an understanding of the flow behavior and interac-
tion with the blades of a paddlewheel type surface impulse

propulsion system operating over ! water surface. The

second goal was to experimentally avaluate the effect of

interblade webbing and wheel internal pressure on the thrust
performance of a webbed SIP system.

.11
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1. LAIND LOCOOTIOI

For propulsion, vehicles designed to travel on land

traditionally rely on a tractive force, or the friction

between some member of the vehicle and the surface with

which it is in contact. In general, land vehicles can be
classified in two broad categories, on-road or off-rcad.

An on-road vehicle is one which is designed to follow
some precoustructed or designated path. The common examples

are automobiles and trains. While the particular method of

generating the frictional force required and the type of
path or track involved may vary widely, these vehicles have
one important thing in .ommon - the path with which the

vehicle must interact will vary in its properties over only

a very small range. Thus the vehicla's propulsive system is
designed for operation in a relatively constant environment.
if a particular natural area cannot be modified to accept
the required on-road vehicle path, or if, once installed,
the path becomes altered beyond design tolerances, thr. the

on-road vehicle simply cannot operate.
The technology of on-road vehicles, while certainly not

stagnant, is well understood in regard to basic concepts and

is at a stage of advanced development. Research in this area

centers around marginal isprovement in efficiencies and more
often concerns new developments in the vehicle propulsion

plant than in the traction members themselves. Major
improvements in the efficiencies of on-road vehicles are

likely to involve engina performance, suspension, or weight

red uc'ion.

15
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A more complex category of land vehicle, and ore in

which basic research is much more recent and continuing, is

the off-road-vehicle, or 3RV. The .pproach in this case is

to design a vehicle which will accept interaction with the

terrain as it naturally exists, rather than altering the
terrain to accept a vehicle.

The primary difficulty is the lack of uniformity of

terrain. Land may be made up of a very loose, grainy struc-
ture such as sand, a tightly packed solid structure such as

clay, or ha-rd, impenetrable rock. While friction between
vehicle and environment is still of primary importance, this

varying terrain introduces other fa-tors which gain impor-
tance. Certain soils may stick to the vehicle, begging it

down and clogging the operating mechanisms. Some soils pack

under pressure, while others give way, allowing the vehicle
to sink in. Certain soil types hav a rough characteristic
very supportive of friction, while others may have a very

low frictional coefficient, allowing easy sliding of vehicle

propulsive members. In addition, moisture content can
change .he characteristics of a soil type quits drastically

over relatively short time.

Bekker CRef. 1] has classified various soil and terrain
types and conditions with respect to two primary proper-ies,

cohesiveness (or plasticity) and friction (or g-aininess).
This classification allows the varying terrain to be cate-

gorized as to its interaction with the tractive member of an

ORV.

an understanding of the reaction forces exhibited by
various terrain types allows the choice of the type of trac-
ion member most suited to r?quirel terrain trav.l. Two

common means of propulsion of ORVs are wheels with tires and

rolling tracks. Wheeled vehicles may be agriculture related
tractors and trucks, recreational dune buggies, or the Lunar

Rover used to transit the soon's surface. Tracked vehicles

16
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include large construction bulldozer. and cranes as well as

military tanks.
Other factors important in the performance of ORVs, both

tracked and wheeled, are the resistance to motion imposed by

the terrain due, for instance, to its cohesive nature, and

the flotation, or lack of sinkage afforded by the terrain,

allowing the vehicle to interact only with a shallow surface

layer of soil and not to sink. The latter would require

physically moving the soil mass in order to proceed.

Further work by Bekker and by Wong [Ref. 2] with respect to

resistance to motion and to flotation have led to some

empirical relationships for predicting the performance of

both wheeled and tracked vehicles over widely varying
terrain. Pigure 5 shows a summary of some vehicle types

which Bekker predicts will have the best mode of locomotion

for different soil types (Ref. 3].
Advances in technology of materials have aided in the

design of wheeled ORVs. Tire technology advances have made

possible very large tires which have a large contact area
and very low internal pressure. This combination reduces

sinkage. Extremely large, low pressure tires ace now avail-

able. A 20-foot by 6-foot tire with internal pressure of 20

psia and 500,000 pound capacity has been fabricated using a

curing process [Ref. 4]. Tires up to 40-foot diameter with

internal pressure less than 5 psi are technically possible.

The use of articulatal or flexibly sectioned vehicles

has greatly enhanced OaT capability to climb steep grades

and to overcome obstacles. Bekker and others have built and

tested prototype vehicles to study this aspect of perfor-

mance. Such of this research was lone in conjunction with

development of the Surveyor Lunar Boving Vehicle (SLRV)

[Ref. 5] and other similiar vehicles intended for use as a

part of space exploration programs.

17
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MECHANICAL GEOMETRY
VEHICLE TYPE FEATURES OF SOIL

OF SOIL MASS SURFACE
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HARD GROUND OSTACLE$

77h~ ~WALL AND DITCH
-%A 7/17V TYPE OBSTACLE$

______________________ HARDGROUND _______

i~~:~~ ~~ COMPACT MARC SOIL _______
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a7__________7__ COMAC IARRSILEGULAR___

COFT HASOIL

cc=-vSOFTSOIL FLAT SURFACE

______________________ LOOSESOIL _______
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177- IRREGULAR

OU1STACLES
______________________ O O LOOSE 9SOIL

SMOOTH on
~', , ~COVERED WITH

____________________ LUID. MUD OR WATER VEGETATION

- d SMOOTH OR
C; UNDULATORY

____________________ ice OR SNOW

-<- z - ROUGH
OSTACLE$

____________________SHOW

Figure 5 vehicle Suitability to Terrain.

B. BARE CRAFT

marine propulsion relies in most cases not on fri4ction

(more appropriately labelled drag In a fluid environment)
but rather on change in momentum of -he water in contact
wit6h the vehicle's propulsive member. This momentum change
can be applied at the free surface or submerged.

18



The earliest marine propulsor was undoubtedly the oar,

powered by human energy. As vehicle size and weight

increased, the need for more thrust increased. The eventual

development of paddlewheel propulsion was actually a concep-

tual extension of the multiple oar idea. The paddles,

however, were arranged in a geometry more convenient for the

application of a mechanical driver.

Development of subsurface propulsors, first rotating

screws and then bladed propellors with increased efficiency,

eclipsed paddle propulsion. Propellors are also, in

general, more material conservative. The propellor is thus

in general uch smaller and contains much less material than

a paddlewheel producing the same thrust. These advantages

of propellors led to a virtual abandonment of paddlewheel

propulsion except in a few special cases. One exception is

shallow water operation.

C. ANPHIBIOUS CRAFT

Amphibious craft, vehicles that are required to operate

equally over land and in watmr, present additional difficul-

ties. In this case, the propulsion system must operate

satisfactorily not only on land and water, but must also be

capable of transiting the marine-land interface.

Design of amphibious vehicles can be classified as

ground-up or conversion. In theory, grcund-up design is
more attractive since it allows th&e designer total freedo

in selecting subsystems and should result in a completely
new and fully optimized vehicle. Conversion design begins

with an already proven vehicle from one mediam, usually

land, which is adapted to operate in the second sediua.
The earliest attempts at amphibious v-hicla design were

considered ground-up. In reality, however, these craft
involved automotive technology augmented and altered as

19
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necessary to accomplish flotation a.. some degree of marine

propulsion. Typical characteristics of some of the early
ground-up designs are summarized in rable I [Ref. 6].

-ABLE I

ground-up Designed Amphibians

Jagger 1926 Used Ford Molel-T components
Chain Drive to rear wheels
Removable pidllewheels
Mlax. water speed 4 mph

Jagger- 1928 Used *ord Model A components
Honu'ka Twin propellors above rear axle

Max water speed 5 mph

German 1944 wheel drive or land
Amph b. Single screw propel orSScout .  Retractable oiltboari drive

Max water speed 5 mph

! Roeblinq 19143- T_-k propelled land and water
Alligator 1948 Max waer speed 3 mph

La.ding 1945- Trick propelled land and water

Vehicle 1955 Shrouded track
Tracked Good water performance

During V5 II, conversion became the dominant, although

not exclusive, method of design. The missions for these
vehicles included the movement of men and machinery ashore

from ships during amphibious assault and movement inland

20



over sand, rock, mud, and snow once ishore. Several wheeled

versions, primarily converted jeeps and trucks, met with

relative success for beach assault, and a class of tracked
amphibians, designated "Weasels", was developed for snow and

muddy terrain transit. Table II is a summary of some

successful conversion designs [Ref. 7].

TABLE II

Conversion Designed imphibians

Temporaty 1941 Converted 4X4 1/4 ton truck
Conversion Removable floats for buoyancy
1/4 ton Shrouded tires for thrust

Unimpeded shore operation
six water speed 3 mph

M-29C 1941 Zonverted 1-29 lt. cargo carrier
Weasel Permanent watertight hull
Amphibious Track propulsion
Cargo Extensive track shrouding
Carrier Rudder steering

Ritchie 1942 Converted M-4 medium tank
T-6 Large, removable shrouds/pontoons

Goo3 water performance

DUKI 1941- Converted 6[6 2-1/2 ton truck
1948 Wheels,lan. appendages in "walls"

Screw propellor driven
Sax water speed 6 mph
Most widely used amphib. in VVII

Review of Tables I and II indi:ates another method of

classification of amphibious vehicles, single or multiple
mode of propulsion. It is observel that the multiple mode

21
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is the more predominant method of propulsion. Typically

these craft have some sort of wheeled system as the tractive
device on land and a propellor or waterjet for marine

propulsion. This type of craft is generally easier to

design since the propulsive means on lanl and in water are
quite different and somewhat independent and each can be
tailored to its own mission. There are, however, some
distinct disadvantages. The wheels required for land opera-

tion not only serve little purpose in the marine
environment, but actually increase vehicle drag as bulky

appendages, inhibiting the marine perforsance. The
propellor, on the other hand, must generally be placed very
close to the vehicle hull and in some protected "well" to
avoid damage during landing and land operations.

Alternatively, it must be made retactable, complicating the
mechanical structure and increasing cost, maintenance, and

chance of mechanical damage or breakdown. The changeover
point ftom marine to land propulsion also poses operational

problems. Landfall can become an ill-defined and hazardous
maneuver, Additionally, inclusion of two complete propul-

sive systems, only one of which is in use at a tine, is
certainly costly, weight and volume critical, and very

inefficient.
The only vehicles to utilize a single mode of propulsion

during this period were tracked amphibians. It was noticed
on early tracked vehicles that the track was capable of

"pushing" some water thus providing some thrust, so that
once flotation of the vehicle was achieved, all that was

left was to improve the paddling efficiency of the tracks.

This was accomplished through attachment of small paddles,
or "grousers". In order to avoid damage during land opera-

tion, these grousers were manufactured of flexible material,
designed to be retractable, or attched to protrude inward

rather than outward from the track.

22
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This type of design has worked well as a land vehicle

but only ma-ginally in the marine environment. The major

losses associated with this type of paddle motion are (1)

turbulence and backflov around the paddles and (2) compo-

nents of momentum change in dire:tions other than that

required for forward thrust. The return or forward moving

portion of the track produces negative thrust or drag if it

is submerged or water "carryover" if above the free surface.

Vertical thrust, negative and positive, is aoplied at water

entry and exit positions respectively. The spray or roos-

tertail exhibited by many tracked amphibians is evidence of

the vertical components of momentum transfer with this
design. I typical track design is illustrated in Figure 6

Clsf. 8].

NOTE: SMALL ARROWS I
INDICATE WATER
MOMENTUM I

I
FORWARD I

I I

' I

Figure 6 Typicel Tank Track Design.
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Numerous accessories have been introduced to reduce

these losses. Most appear at least partially successful but

generally cause further design or operational complications

and become themselves susceptible to damage. Optimal
hydrodynamic grouser design must be coapromised with the

requirement for resistance to damage. Side tracks around

the track drive wheels are used to reduce hydrodynamic
turbulence, but easily clog with mud and weeds. Stripping

fenders to remove entrained water from the forward track,

deflectors to reverse this forward flow at the frot of the
track, and small design clearance between the return portion
of the track and the hull of the vehicle have all been used

with some success to improve efficiency, but all increase

the risk of damage, fouling, or clogging during operation in
other than clean water. Kilgore [Ref. 9] provides

hydrodynamic analysis of several track designs and add-ons

for improvement of efficiency.

D. SURFACE EFFECT VESSELS

The most recent development in amphibious craft has been

in the area of surface effect vessels (SEVs). While the

amphibious mission has been defined as with previous
vessels, the approach to the problem is radically differsnt.

An SET, which generates and floats on a cushion of air, can

not, in a strict sense, be considered to operate in wa-er or

on land. Nevertheless, the SET functions as a viable alter-

zative !o a traditional amphibian. Several of the vehicles

have been successfully operated over a wide variety of land
and water conditions, with much success.

The SET has, however, some drawbacks. While it has
proven remarkably successful over open water -.n high-speed

operations, the vehicle has experi-nced serious maneuver-

ability and braking problems as well as grade climbing
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limitations during low-speed land operations. Another draw-

back has been the persistent spray of water and debris

around the craft due to perimeter cushion air discharge.
Auxiliary re-ractable wheel systems have been designed

and analyzed for use as a tractive levice during low speed,
high grade angle operations. Alternate configurations for

traction wheel propulsion have been proposed. (Ref. 10]

E. COASTAL AND RIVERINE CRAFT

During military operations in Southeast Asia in the

1960's, small river operation proved extremely lifficult for

propeller driven craft and research was undertaken on a

paddlewheel propulsion system for small, shallow draft

vessels [Ref. 11]. The research was somewhat empirical in

nature, utilizing a number of radially bladed paddlewheels

of from twenty to thirty inch diameter with up to twelve

paddles. The wheels were mounted in a manner to have a

manually adjustable immersion level and to be manually

steerable. They were tested as the propulsor on sixteen to
twenty-one foot aluminum utility boats.

While propulsive efficiency was not considered in

detail, the overall results were very promising due to tChe

ease of operation, good maneuverability, and environmental

versatility of the test craft. Spcifically, the paddle-

wheel propulsion system provided the following results: good
maneuverability by turning the entire wheel assembly, excel-

lent control of the amount of thrust produced by varying the

immersion depth of the paddles, an ibility to cross mud and

sand bars by the "digging in" of the paddles to act like a

4| track and push the vehicle through the mud, and lack of

fouling of the wheel even when operated in thick weeds and

brush. The primary problems associated with this experi-

mental propulsion system are the classic ones related to
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paddlewheel propulsion and common to tracked amphibian

systems, vertical components of momentum change and entrain-

ment of water in the forward direction. This result-s in

spray and a decrease in potential efficiency. & par-ial

solution in this case was once again a leflector or "spray

shield" installed across the upper portion of the wheel.

Research to establish optimum design parameters was

conducted on a semi-submerged paddle track (SSPT) propulsor.

Tow tank thrust measurements were made on a series of tandem
rectangular plate propulsors, varying plate aspect ratio,

distance between plates, and speed of the track through the

water. [Ref. 12]
In some designs, the blade entry and exit problem has

been addressed by "articulating" the blade. This mechanical

"feathering" of the blade allows "clean" entry and exit and

minimizes spray generation. rhe sy-tem, however, increases

in mechanical complexity and decreases in reliability.

2
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In the formulation of the test program it was realized

that there would be uncontrollable variables and synergistic
interaction between the various pacameters. To at least
partially circumvent this difficulty, it was decided to
develop a data base and a set of fluid behavior observations

for a conventional unwebbed piddlewheel model. Thus the

experiment was designed for rapid fitting out of webbing and
minimum geometry changes between webbed and unwebbed

con .igurations.

A. OVIRALL SYSTEM

The overall test system consisted of an existing test

tank at the Naval Postgraduate School, the carriage or trav-

ersing system, the paddlewheel sapport structure, the

paddlewheel or surface impulse propulsor, and the instrumen-

tation and data acquisition system. An overall perspecive

is illustrated in Figure 7

B. SURFACE INPULSE PROPULSOR

The paddlewheel propulsor consisted of 21-inch diameter

s!iewalls of 1/2-inch plexiglass, tapered along the outer

edge. The system was fitted with 18 equally spaced, radi-

ally oriented blades 12 inches wide with a 3 inch chord,

open along both the inner and outer edges. The paddles were

fabricated from plexiglass 1/8 inch thick and were recessed

2 inches from the sidewall outer edge to two dimensionalize

the flow in the vicinity of the blades. Over the outer edge

of each blade was attached a 1/8-inch brass channel to

increase longitudinal stiffness of the blade and to provide

a means of attachment for the webbing material.

27
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Figure 7 Paddlewheel Propulsor System.

The webbing was a lightweight, airtight, flexible nylon

fabric commonly used in the manufacture of spinnaker sails.

It was cut to a width Of slightly greater than the 12-inch

paddle width in order to minimize gaps between the material
and the paddlNvheel silevall. The material was cut as a

continuous lengthwise piece and attached across the edge of

each paddle allowing a uniform amount of slack matezial in

each blade cavity. Web material was cut to proDvide for two

j ranges of web length.
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The wheel rotated on a hollow, stationary shaft through

which the wheel air supply was introduced. The shaft also

provided a sensing port for measuring the internal air pres-

sure. A fine mesh wire screen was fitted over the shaft

along the supply end in order to more evenly diffuse the air

into the wheel interior. The entire wheel was held rigidly

together by four equally spaced rods bolted through the

sidewalls.

The propulsor was gear driven through a double reduction

of about 80:1 by a small (approximately 0.1 hp) DC mctor.

Paddle immersion depth was varied by varying the tank water

level. Changes in bottom reaction as tank level was varied

were considered negligible due to the small fraction of

total tank depth to which the paddles were immersed and the

relatively shallow nature of the interactions observed.

C. CABRIAGE ASSEMBLY AND FRANZ

A frame was constructed to interface between an existing

tank carriage and the propulsor. The frame and carriage
carried the appropriate wheel drive nechanism, transducers,

and power interface.

The basic frame was constructed of 1 1/4-inch aluminum

channel rigidly mounted to an existing tank platform and to

the paddlewheel shaft. The tank platform was configured to

ride on four roller bearings on tra:ks along the top of the

tank and was powered by continuous loop cables attached to

each side of the track and pulley driven by a controllable
speed AC motor. A series of floating pivots was configured

to allow the attachment of a forcs sensor in the horizontal
direction. A plexiglass wiring board was attached for
mounting and connection of all sensors.
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D. DATI ICQUISITOW

The experiment was designed for automated data acquisi-

tion to increase the speed and accuracy of measurement of

required data during the short duration of each test run.

acquired data included horizontal thrust, internal air pres-
sure when operated with the webbing material in place,

forward speed of the carriage, wheel rpm, and voltage and

current of the wheel drive motor.
Thrust was measured by a force gage block attached to a

floating beau. To this same pivot arm were rigidly atzached
the wheel drive motor and the wheel shaft. Rotating or the
shaft were the propulsor and its drive gear. Figure 8 (a)

illustrates the arrangement. The forces external to the
pivot arm/propulscr system were raactions at the pivot,
gravity, reaction of the force block, and components of

reaction due to water contact with the immersed blades. The
summation of horizontal components of the water reaction or

thrust forces on the immersed blades has been replaced in
Figure 8 (b) with an equivalent thrust force located at the
center of the immersed portion of a vertically orisnted
blade. Summing moments about point 0, the pivot, to insure

equilibrium of the pivot arm with regard to rotation about
O, the measured force of the force block was used to calcu-

late the instantaneous thrust generate4 by the propulsor.

Internal pressure was monitored through a pressure
transducer mounted on the sensor board and attached by

plastic tubing to one end of the hollow wheel shaft.
Platform forward speed and position were measured by a

velocity and position transducer mounted on the tank endwall

and attached to the carriage by a stainless steel cable.

Wheel rpm was measured as a function of the DC voltage
generated by a small DC generator geared to the paddlewheel.
Drive motor voltage and current were measured directly.
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*Figure 8 leasurement of Propulsor Thrust.

All analog signals were then processed through an

analog-digital convertor to a microcomputer for storage and

processinq. Figure 9 is a schematic of the data acquisition
system. Details and associated accuracies of the sensors

and equipment used are presented in Appendix A.

The actual data for each run was acquired at identical
positions in the tank. This was achieved by triggering the

data acquisition sequence from a preselectid value of
carriage positi.on as sensed by the position transducer.
During each test run, the transducers were surveyed a number

of times (approximately 140 passes per second),, an average

computed, and the data point displayed at the printer.
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~COMPONENTS
H-DRIVE MOTOR
P-PR. TRANSDUCER
G-DC GENERATOR

R F-FORCE BLOCK
H A V-VEL./POS. IND.

VOLTSPWD-PROPULSOR
WIRING BOARD

0 -[:O T87A/'D-R/'D CONVERTOR
PRESURECOMP-COMPUTER.

P PRI-RINTI

Figure 9 Data Acquisition System Schematic.

1. TEST SEQUCE

The paddlewheel propulsor nomenclature is defined as

illustrated in Figure 10 .Complete system nomenclature and
constants are presented in Appendix B. These variables have

been grouped into several convenient parameters. B/H, D/H,
and fl/H define the geometry of this particular systps.
Percent immersion, defined as D/H 1 100%, represents that

porion of available blade height (and hence -that portion of
available blade area since B is held constant) that is stat-
ically immersed. While meaningful for this particular
geometry only and not necessarily having the same effect for
different values of B/H or R/Hr it serves as a means of
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B Paddle beam (12 inches)

H Paddle height (3 inches)

R Effectiye wheel radius, measured to the midpoint
of the immersed portion of the paddle, inches

D Maximum static draft of paddle when at rest,
in che s

L Blade tip to blade tip chard distance (3 inches)

W Blade to blade web length, inches

RPM Measured wheel revolutions per minute

U Avera e paddle forward velocity calculated at
the he imersed portion of the
paddle, ft/sec

V Carriage forward speed, ft/sec

P Internal wheel pressure with web applied, psig

T Model generated horizontal -hrust, lb

PRDDLE

RPM

IWRTERLINERj

Figure 10 Paddlewheel Propulsor Nomenclature.
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comparison of performance with variations in immersed area.

Due to the surface nature of the propulsor/water interaction
and the dominance of immersion depth D over other geometric

dimensions on this interaction, Froude number based on D was

examined as a parameter fcr comparison of thrust perfor-

mance. The Froude number range examined, 0.35 to 2.44, is

typical of that encountered in some common full scale

paddlewheel applications for large, shallow-1raft vessels
(Ref. 131. A summary of key parameters is presented in

Table III

The data was obtained in a systezatc manner. A typical
sequence is as follows. A particular wheel geometry, .. e.
unebbed or webbed, was installed and checked for satisfac-
tory operation. A percent immersion was selected, internal
wheel pressure was set, and carriage speed was chosen.
Thrust was then measured at this carriage speed for a series
of different wheel rotation speeds. The sequence was then
repeated over a range of carriage speeds, then over a range

of internal pressures, stc. The choice of web length, 9,
was controlled by two opposing requirements. The first was
to provide sufficient length to allow deflection of the
webbing concave inward and normal blade interaction with the

water during the immersed phase of operation. Second,
however, was a requirement imposed by this two dimensional

model that the convex inflated lobes remain within the wall
rim diameter to provide a seal with the wall and allow
enclosure of the internal air without further attachment of
the web to the sidewall. The two lengths chosen wer .

selected to provide insight into the degree of balance
between these two conflicting requirements. The range of
wheel internal pressures examined was chosen to allow the
hydrostatic/hydrodynamic pressure to interact favorably in
determining the shape assumed by the webbing lobes at
different speeds and immersions. For the immersion range

3
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o TAILE III

Important System Parameters

IB/H Ratio of paddle beam to height (14 for model)

R/H Ratio of effective radius to paddle height

D/H Ratio of immersed depth to paddle height

% slip Percent difference in paddle speed and
carriage speed

% slip = (U-V)/V x 100%

% im. Percent of available single paddle lepth
that is statically immersed

I % immersion a D/H x 100%

) CT Model thrust coefficient based on static
frontally projected wetted area of a single
paddle

CT 2T

S,(V) z (B x D/1l44)

FR Froude number based on paddle immersion (D)

FR V

'. " /g (D/1 2)

studied, hydrostatic pressure varied from 0 at the surface

to 0.108 psig at the deepest immersion. & range of 0 to

0.10 psig was therefore chosen in in attempt to quantify

optimum operating pressure as a function of immersion and
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speed. A list of the variables examined and the ranges over

which they were studied is presented in Table IV.

!I
TABLE IV

Range of Variables Examined

P jramete;ma 2t WaneV, ft./sec 10 2, 3, 4

P, psiq 0, 0.05, 0.10

W/L unvebbed, 1.33, 2.00 f
% Immersion 33, 67, 100 I"- I
% Slip 0-100%

A total of 39 differ.nt configurations of webbing, pres-

sure, immersion, and speed were studied, with between 4 and

15 data points _ecorded for each configuration a-. various

values of percent slip. A total of 243 data points were

recorded.
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The original data points are presented in tabular form

in Appendix C. A second order polynomial was applied to the

data. These curves, with the original data points superi3-

posed, are presented in Appendix D.

A. IUVEBBED PROPULSOR

The basic, unwebbed paddlewheel propulsor was well char-

acterized by the initial series of data runs. It was

observed and confirmed by the curves of Appendix D that

* generated thrust increased with increasing percent slip for

all test configurations. In general, this increase was
approximately to second order.

In the absence of other effects, thrust would be

expected to increase with increasing rotor speed, since
water is processed at a faster rate. This increases the

"mass flow rate through the system" and increases the total

momentum change. This was plainly observed at 33% immers-on.

Figure 11 illustrates, however, that thrust did not increase
uniformly with speed and that the rate of increase with

speed was different for different blade immersions. At 100%

immersion, thrust was actually seen -to peak then decrease

with increasing forward speed.

The classic problem of paddlewheel propulsion, the

entrainment of water as the blades exit the surface, was

vividly observed in Figure 12 . This highly dissipative

condition was aggravated at increased rotor speeds and at

higher blade immersions, and certainly detracted from the

potential thrust generation.
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*4.5 THRUST vs. SPEED
4 UNWEBBED

501% SLIP
3.5 I
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2- to
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Figure 11 Thrust vs. Speed for Various Immersions.

Several different effects are thought to be responsible

for this behavior. These can be related to a change in the

effective blade-water contact area under "dynamic" condi-

tions. Fluid-blade interaction is considerably more complex

and cannot be adequately described by considering only

static projected area of a particular blade.

First, movement of the paddle through the water caused a
buildup or "wave" of water ahead of the blade on its

positive pressure side. This phenomenon increased the
effective area of contact and conceptually increased the

generated thrust. The effect could be expected to be more

pronounced at higher speeds and higher percent slip. The
phenomenon was visually observed and is shown in Figure 13

I
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Figure 12 Entrainment of later by Paddlewheel Blades.

The positive significance of the wave effect was only valid

until the wave height reached the top of the paddle, at

which point excess buildup simply spilled over the bladea
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Figure 13 Wave Effect Generated by the Paddle Action.

top. It was this consideration that, in all probability,

was responsible for the fall-off in thrust indicated in

Figure 11

Another observe4 effect which could be expected to alter

the effective blade area was the entrainment of ambient air

on the blade suction side during water entry. rhis problem

was minimal at 33% blade immersion, bt was notably observed

at 67% immersion and increased dramatically at full blade

immersion. As expected, the entrainment was much more

severe at higher rotational speed and hence higher slip

percent. It was also aggravated at higher forward speeds.
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Figure 11$ Air Entrained in Blade Cavities.

4Figure i14 shows the swirling vortex action. It was observed
thatthe rapped air remained as a distinct core 4n the

interbiade zone and that +his core carried over in-to the

blade exit area where it "exploded", generating turbulence.

4 It can be conjectured that the :ambination of these two

effects altered the effective interaction area, and thus

altered-he thrust generated. The vortex action. appeared to

be responsible for an effective area decrease and the
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acaompanying loss of thrust as speed was increased. This was

valid for all blade immersions. An offsetting effect,

however, was the increase in effect've area due to the wave

buildup on the pressure facs. ThIs trend also increased

with speed but became less significant at higher blade
immersion. kt 100% immersion this favorable effect disap-

peared altogether. Under these conditions, the interblade

flow phenomenon was dominated by losses due to the vortex

core and the thrust was seen to decrease.

Curves relating thrust coefficien: to Froude number

further illustrate these trends. It is seen in Figure 15

that while thrust coeffi.cient dropped off with increasing

speed at all levels of immersion, it did so more tapidly at

higher immersions, where the beneficial effect of the wave

CT:s FR
UNWEBBED

3. 38 SLIP

LL- 2 -

.5 33%

FROUDE NUMBER

Figure 15 Effect of Speed on Thrust Coefficient.
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buildup phenomenon could not offset the vortex loss. Tn all

probability the major loss was due to the water pick up on

the emerging side of rotation. This carryover represented

potential energy required to be supplied by the prime mover

and was irrecoverable as thrust.

B. WEBBED CONFIGURATION

The primary advantage anticipated from the application

of the web material was a decrease in -he losses associated

with the entrainment and carryover of water in the inter-

blade cavities at water exit. Other factors, however, could

certainly be expected to affect system performance. Among

these were the effect of air entrained in the cavities (web

cavities in this case) and a limit to the effective contact

area, imposed in this case not by the total blade height,

but by the available web :oncave deflection. Further vari-

able was the independent control of the wheel internal

pressure. This in turn affected the webbing deflsctior. at

water entry and exit, as well as during the thrust-producing

immersed phase of operation, where performance was altered

by adding the webbing material. The propulsor performance

was observed and its variation correlated ta the abovq

expected effects. To the variables in the unwebbed case,

slip, speed, and percent immersion, were added web length or

slackness and internal wheel pressure.

Perhaps the most singular effect in the webbed system

was the dramatic improvement in thrust production. It was

apparent that this was due to the significant reduction in

the water carryover on the water exit side of the paddles.

As the paddles approached the water surface, the internal

pressure tended to inflate the webbing radially outward and

thus "pump" the water directly aft. Thus not only was the
water not carried up and above the mean waterline, but i-.
was directed aft parallel to the free surface.
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Figure 16 Effect of Speed on Thrust for W/L=1.33.

For the shorter of the two web configurations, W/L=1.33,

thrust was seen to increase with forward spesd over the

entire range tested. Figure 16 illustrates this trend. it
was found in most cases, however, that introducing internal
pressure to the paddlewheel within. the web enclosure
degraded the thrust performance of the propulsor. With no
applied pressure, the material was seen to fully deflect
inward as expe,-ted when contacted by the water at entry and
to deflect outward as far as the blade tips at water exit.
This may have been due to centrifugil forces that acted on
tha material and the water which wetted the fabric. This

continuous inward-outward deflection apparantly introduced
some form of pumping mechanism of the trapped internal air
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since in all cases a small internal pressure In the range of

0.01 to 0.02 psig was. registered. Interestingly, this

configuration, no applied internal pressure, was the most

effective at augmenting thrust production over that of the

baseline unwebbed propulsor. The application of pressure to

inflate the web material only detracted from the perfor-

mance. Figure 17 illustrates this trend.

4.5 THRUST vS. % SLIP -

4- 101% IMMERSION
SPEED-i FT/SEC

35W/L- I .33K .5 PESUE

L.5

IPIG

N~ tU t q) V) U2 N. W 0) 0

___ __ ~ SLIP

Figure 17 Effect of internal Pressure on Thrust.

For the longer web material, W/L=2.0, th-is same self-

generated internal pressure was observed with no internal

pressure applied and again this provided the optimum perfor-

Nance. Generated thrust dropped off as internal pressure was

increased. Comparison between -the '-vo web lengths revealed
that the longer web material proved superior. An average
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improvement in thrust generation of about 90% was seen when

W/L was increased from 1.33 to 2.00.

The d~crease in thrust with increasing pressure can be

related to several ef fects. First, the ideal case to elimi-
nate water pickup or carryover would be a web/length ratio

of u/L-l, or stretching the material from blade tip to blade

Figure 18 Web material with 0.1 Psig In~ternal Pressure.

tip. This,, however, would prevent immezsion cf the blade

proper and eliminate blade 'purchase" on the watear. This
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case is obviously of no practical value since material must

be available to deflect inward during contact with the

water. During this portion of operation the desirable web

material should be as long as possible to provide the

maximum blade-water contact area. With a web/length ratio

in excess of unity, W/L>I, and applied internal pressure,

the material assumed the shape of convex lobes during depar-

ture from the water surface. With this geometry the

inter-lcbe apexes served to trap and carry over water. This

effect is illustrated in Figure 18 . Entrainment of water

was seen to increase with increasina pressure, but even at

the highest pressure tested entrainment did not exceed that

of the unwebbed case.
SWth web/length ratio greater thin unity, W/L>1, and no

applied internal pressure, a different situation was

observed. On surface exit the slack excess material simply

folded over the leading edge of the following blade. This

effectively stripped the interblade water and significantly

decreased blade pickup and carryover. Figure 19 is an
example of --he clean exit geometry found in the case of no

applied internal pressure.

The internal pressure also affected the blade-water

interaction phenomenon. Obviously, the wave buildup on the

pressure face of the blade observed in :he unwebbed case was

altered by attachment of the webbing material. In this case

no water could "spill over the top". For a given web/length

ratio and at low immersion levels, the effect was essen-

tially unchanged with respect to the unwebbed case provided

no pressure was applied. The material was slack enough and

free to deform under the influenze of the blade wave.

However, once the blade was immersed sufficiently to allow

full web tansioning under the influence of dynamic pressure,
the web simply remained fully deflected inward throughout

its immersed travel.
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Figure 19 Wob Material with N4o kpplied Pressure.

it can be argued that some new maximum effective arei

was created by the attachment of the web. It -s clear that

this effective area was significantly greater for the longer

web than the shorte oe It appears that with W/L=2.O the

maximum effective area was about equal to that for the

unvebbed configuration and less for W/L1l.33. Irends in the

thrust data support this observation. The longer web

material performed much better than the shorter in the
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operating regime where the maximum effective area would be a

governing consderation, i.e. -it 671w to 100% imme-rs-ion.

Applied internal wheal pressure controlled the inward

def lectiocn of the webbing. The shape of the webbing,

concave or convex, while in thS immersed zone, was

controlled by a balance between internal pressure forces and
external hydrodynamic forcss. If internal pressure exceeded

hydrodynamic pressure then the membrane assumed a cotvex

geometry. A concave con figurati-on was developed when

hydrodynamic forces exceeded internal pressure forceas.

Pigure 20 Web Deflection at .05 psi and 33% immersion.

Examination of Figures 20 and 21 reveals the detrimental

i Anteraction when these two forces wsre in near e-quilbrum
As the internal wheel pressure approached the local
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hydrodynamic pressure the web was pcevented from assuming a

fully deployed concave orientation. In Figure 20 4-t can be

seen that little inward deflection was allowed and that the

web was fully deflected out ward even before it began to exit

the water. In this case it is obvious that the applied

pressure was well beyond the optimum. The effec-tive contact

..............................

Figure 21 Web Deflection at .05 psi and 100% Immersion.

area was severely reduced. Figure 21 illustrates a closer

but still not ideal matching between the wheel and
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hydrodynamic pressures. It was observed that the web

material was still not fully deflected inward. Also note-

worthy in Figure 21 is the fact that the material began to

deflect outward at the right of the photo as it approached

water exit. This characteristic deflection shape apparently

helped tc minimize the entrainment of water. A comparison

of generated thrust for these two configurations is shown in

Figure 22

4.5- THRUST vs. % SLIP
4 PRESSURE-.85 PSIG

SPEED-I FT/SEC1 W/L-l .33

IMMERSION I

.5-

a-,

ml

---

.SLIP

Figure 22 Pressure Effect Relative to Percent Immersion.

The interblade webbing also appeared to improve condi-

tions in the blade entry phase. The weo prevented formation

of an atmospheric entry cavity on the suction face of the

paldl e. The web appeared to "coatrol" the filling of the

suction cavity and allowed a more gradual acceleraticn of
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the local flow field. Figure 23 illustrates the membrane

geometry during the blade entry phase. The true signifi-

cance of this affect is evident by zomparing entrainment for

the unwebbed case (Figure 14 )and fD= the webbed geometry

(Figure 21 V

Figure 23 Reduced lir Entrainmlent Due to Web.
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V. CONLjMNS

A series of useful comparison curves of the 39

configurations studied is provided in Appendix E. These show

many of the relationships *among the system variables

discussed. They are presented in teras of thrust coefficient

versus percent slip over a variety of paramete- variations.

Study of these curves together with visually observed

phenomena led to several key conclusions regarding the

enhanced performance of a webbed or enclosed paddlewheel

propulsor vs. that of a conventional paddlewheel.

(1) Applying a web material from blade tip to blade tip of a

paddlewheel propulsor greatly enhanced the thrust

production of the unit. this was primarily iue to the

significant reduction of carryover water. The benefit

was an increase in the rearward momentum change imparted

to the liquid. Increases of over 600% in the thrust

coefficient were obtained in the best cases, and some

improvement was indicated over the entire range of speed

and percent blade immersion studied.

(2) The ratio of web material length to blade tip spacing,

W/L, was an important parameter. In the two cases e.xam-

ined, thrust ge, eration was increased significantly with

an increase in W/L. hn average improvement of 901 was

realized for a 50% increase in W/L. It is possible that

a very large W/L ratio would allow full advantage to be

taken of existing bare blade d-pth or even a possible

extension of the effective blade contact area beyond

that afforded by the actual blade. In the limit it may

be attractive to eliminate the blades proper and to

stretch web material between tension cables.
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(3) Internal system pressurze was a z.-itical parameter. In

the case of --he small hydrostatiz/hydrodynamic pressures

encountered in this system, the small in-ternally gener-

ated pressure due to centrifugal forces was sufficient

to provide the required deflection. This was true even

at the highest speeds and at 100% blade immersion.

Increased pressures beyond this range served as a detri-

ment to the production of thrust. The blade material was

not able to fully deflect inward in order to take full
advantage of available contact area in the immersed

zone. In the out-of-water zone high air pressure caused

convex web geometries and increased water carryover. X
matching problem obviously exists and operating pres-

sures must be chosen to fit the system design relative

to speed and total blade immersion depth.

It is apparent that the introduction of webbing material

on a paddlewheel system exhibits significant performance

improvements. The interrelationships of the various parame-

ters need to be explored further and detailed modelling
studies should be undertaken.
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It is recommended that further research into the appli-

cability of a webbed paddlewheel propulsor to existing

transportation requirements be conducted. Some areas of

primary concern are the following:

(11 Accurate modelling of system parameters and material/

water properties should be done to better assess the

magnitude of importance of the effects observed. The

modelling of the material stiffness is the key element.

(2) Attempts to quantify the advantages and disadvantages

offered by the available variations in system parameters

should be made and operating envelopes for vehicle

speed, size, and propulsor power should be developed in

order to determine more precisely what applications may

prove pomising.

(3) Eventual design, fabrication, and testing of full scale

prototype propulsors should be accomplished for the

applications which prove most promising.
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APPENDIX A
TEST EQUIPSINT AND SENSORS

" 9_uL~~~iA.AIea_ .A sens2_j/M. Am. jt §ens2_. k2_._ccu.vc.

Velocity, V CELESCO 0.025 %

Position Velocity
Transducer

P.eassure, P MICRO SWITCH 0.325 %
144 PC
Pressure
Transducer

Thrust, T KISTLER-MORSE 0.002 %
DLC-351 -005
Force Gage

RPM DC Generator 0.059

Data HP 3497A Data .002
Acquisition Acquisi tion/

Control Unit

Dat a HP 9826
Processing C omput e r

Data Output HP 2671A
Printer
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SYSTEN NOKENCLATUR /IND CONSTANTS

B Paddle beam (12 inches)

H Paddle height (3 inches)

D Max. static draft of paddle when at rest, inches

a Effective wheel ridius, measured to the midpoint of
the immersed porti on of the paddle, inches

L Blade tip to blade tip chorl distance (3 inches)

V Blade to blade web length, inches

RPM Measured wheel revolutions per minute

U Average paddle forvard veloci.y calculated at the
midpoiln of the immersed p3rt;ion of the paddle,
ft/sec

V Carriage forward speed, ft/sec

I slip Percent difference in paddle speed and carriage
speed

% slip = (U-V)/V x 103r

Iimm. Percent of avail-ble single paldle depth that is
statically immersed

I immersion - D/H x 100%

P Internal wheel pressure with web applied, psig
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T Model generated horizontal thrust, lb

0 Density of water (1.94 lb sec 2 / ft4 )

g kcceleration of gravity (32.2 ft/sec2 )

CT Model thrust coefficient based on static
frontally-projected wetted area of a single paddle

CT 2T

P: (7) 2 (B x D/ 14 )

FR Froude number based on paddl! immersion (D)

FR V

,g/12)
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ORIGINIL DATA POINTS

WEB BLADE MODEL WHEEL WHEEL SLIP MODEL

unwebbed 33 1.05 -- 15.0 0.2 0.016

unwebbed 33 1.11 -- 17.3 9.2 0.047

unwebbed 33 1.04 -- 17.7 19.1 0.061

unwebbed 33 0.99 -- 19.4 35.3 0.121

unwebbed 33 1.04 -- 20.6 38.5 0.108

unwebted 33 1.0i -- 25.3 75.1 0.296

unwebbed 33 1.04 27.6 85.0 0.454

unwsbbed 33 2.05 -- 31.4 6.8 0.060

unvebbed 33 2.04 -- 34.1 16.5 0.243

unwebbed 33 2.05 -- 34.4 16.5 0.063
unwebbed 33 2.06 -- 11.9 38.1 0.284

unwebbed 33 2.05 -- 41.7 42.1 0.329

unwebbed 33 2.02 -- 42.1 45.4 0.324

unwebbed 33 2.05 -- 49.5 68.8 0.554

unvebbed 33 2.09 -- 52.8 75.7 0.722

unwebbed 33 2.00 -- 52.9 84.5 0.714

unw ebbed 33 1.85 -- 52.7 99.5 0.858

unwebbed 33 3.04 -- 6.4 6.3 0.097

unwebbed 33 3.02 -- 52.9 22.2 0.272

unwebbed 33 3.11 -- 59.3 32.8 0.375

unvebbed 33 2.74 -- 53.6 36.5 0.321

unvebbed 33 2.85 -- 56.8 39.2 0.354

unvebbed 33 3.04 -- 66.3 52.3 0.547

unwebbed 33 3.34 -- 72.0 65.3 0.614

un ebbed 33 3.11 -- 75.4 69.1 0.834

unwebbed 33 3.12 -- 79.8 79.8 0.977
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unvebbed 33 3.11 -- 82.9 85.8 0.987
unwebbed 33 3.13 -- 85.4 90.2 1.124

unwebbed 33 3.99 -- 61.7 8.10 0.108
unvebbed 33 3.94 -- 68.4 21.1 0.331
unwebbed 33 4.00 -- 69.6 21.5 0.368
unvebbed 33 3.96 -- 69.6 22.8 0.388
unvebbed 33 3.97 -- 70.1 23.5 0.368

unvebbed 33 3.91 -- 73.9 31.9 0.608

unwebbed 33 3.88 -- 78.7 41.7 0.664
unwebbed 33 4.06 -- 83.9 44.0 0.885
unwebbed 33 3.65 -- 84.3 61.4 0.922

unwebbed 33 4.06 -- 99.0 70.0 1.211

unwebbed 33 4.00 -- 99.4 73.3 1.517
unvebbed 33 4.02 -- 105.2 82.5 1.644
unwebbed 33 4.03 -- 109.2 89.0 1.733

unwebbed 33 4.07 -- 114.2 96.1 1.888
unvebbed 67 0.98 -- 15.0 0.3 0.040

unwebbed 67 0.84 -- 15.4 20.4 0.152
unwebbed 67 0.91 -- 19.1 38.0 0.234
unvebbed 67 0.93 -- 24.4 71.4 0.655

unwebbed 67 0.97 -- 27.0 82.1 0.825
unvebbed 67 0.93 -- 27.8 95.4 1.089

unwebbed 67 2.23 -- 40.1 17.3 0.335
unwebbed 67 2.16 -- 40.5 22.6 0.423

unvebbed 67 2.32 -- 47.2 52.7 1.018

unvebbed 67 2.04 -- 47.7 53.2 1.077
unwebbed 67 2.00 -- 55.2 80.6 1.861

unwebbed 67 2.91 -- 46.5 4.6 0.248
unwebbed 67 2.94 -- 50.5 12.3 0.365
unwebbed 67 2.92 -- 63.2 41.7 1.135
uneebbed 67 2.92 -- 65.7 47.4 1.283

unvebbed 67 2.96 -- 72.4 59.9 1.726

unwebbed 67 2.97 -- 73.0 61.0 1.817
unvebbed 67 2.93 -- 83.2 86.4 2.587

unwebbed 67 3.92 -- 62.8 '4.87 0.118
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unvebbed 67 3.85 -- 70.7 20.2 0.738

uinwebbed 67 3.92 °- 75.1 25.3 0.926

unvebbed 67 3.88 -- 80.9 36.3 0.973

unwebbed 67 4.04 -- 91.1 47.4 1.224

unwebbed 67 3.88 -- 107.2 80.9 2.599

unwebbed 100 0.89 -- 15.7 8.2 0.136

unvebbed 100 0.91 -- 18.0 20.6 0.370

unwebbed 100 0.91 -- 18.0 21.6 0.366

unwebbed 100 0.90 -- 18.6 26.6 0.365

unwebbed 100 0.94 o- 21.0 37.1 0.526

unwebbed 100 0.90 -- 20.8 41.6 0.547

unuebbed 100 0.90 -- 21.9 49.2 0.617

unwebbed 100 0.93 -- 23.0 50.8 0.608

unwebbed 100 0.91 -- 23.7 58.2 0.801

unvebbed 100 0.95 -- 26.6 70.8 0.933

unvebbed 100 0.94 -- 28.0 81.6 1.186

unwebbed 100 0.97 -- 29.9 88.4 1.383

unwebbed 100 2.07 -- 35.0 3.27 0.207

unwebbed 100 2.20 -- 40.8 12.2 0.326

unwebbed 100 2.13 -- 44.1 26.2 0.783
un ebbed 100 2.16 -- ,45.4 27.8 0.773

unwebbed 100 2.10 -- 54.1 57.3 1.637

unwebbed 100 2.04 -- 53.7 60.6 1.673

unebbed 100 2.09 -- 55.2 61.6 1.616

unwa.bbed 100 2.06 -- 55.3 63.4 1.844

unwebbed 100 2.09 -- 56.2 64.0 1.841

unvebbed 100 2.07 -- 65.8 93.7 2.881

unvebbed 100 3.14 -- 54.3 5.4 0.365

unwebbed 100 3.12 -- 59.0 15.2 0.650

unwebbed 100 3.08 -- 62.5 23.6 1.341

unwebbed 100 3.10 -- 64.1 26.3 1.562

unwebbed 100 3.15 -- 65.9 27.6 1.660

unwebbed 100 3.08 -- 66.9 32.7 2.050

unwebbed 100 3.09 -- 67.9 33.8 1.664

unwebbed 100 3.08 -- 71.7 42.5 2.050
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unwebbed 100 3.08 -- 73.1 45.0 2.100

unwebbed 100 3.10 -- 86.2 69.7 3.615

unwebbed 100 3.10 -- 96.8 90.7 4.436

unuebbed 100 3.97 -- 65.2 0.33 0.149

* unwebbed 100 3.97 -- 65.7 1.24 0.095

unwebbed 100 4.02 -- 69.4 5.30 0.402

unwebbed 100 3.97 -- 77.3 18.9 0.812

unuebbed 100 4.02 -- 78.4 19.1 0.852

unwebbed 100 4.00 -- 78.2 19.4 0.863

unwebbed 100 3.92 -- 77.3 20.4 0.690

unwebbed 100 3.95 79.8 23.4 0.976

unebbed 100 3.98 -- 82.2 26.2 1.170

urnv ebbed 100 4.06 -- 105.2 58.2 2.375

W/L=1.33 33 1.01 .015 15.0 3.63 0.101

W/L=1.33 33 1.03 .015 21.3 44.8 0.350

i/L=1.33 33 1.02 .015 21.4 45.0 0.356

W/L=1.33 33 1.03 .014 29.5 100.0 0.7147

W/L=1.33 33 2.16 .017 36.1 16.8 0.144

W/L=1.33 33 2.17 .011 47.1 51.3 0.420

V/L=1.33 33 2.18 .022 55.4 76.9 0.664

W/L=1.33 33 2.17 .014 58.4 87.9 0.833

W/.=1.33 33 3.05 .021 51.0 16.8 0.204

W/Lal.33 33 3.04 .022 51.1 16.9 0.210

W/L=1.33 33 3.04 .022 60.2 38.2 0.375

* W/L:1.33 33 3.20 .021 82.0 77.6 0.843

V-/L1.33 33 1.02 .051 17.6 20.1 0.112

W/L-1.33 33 0.99 .046 20.8 47.2 0.163

W/L=1.33 33 0.97 .048 21.7 56.4 0.179

W/Lf1.33 33 1.01 .056 23.8 65.4 0.221

V/1[u1.33 33 2.16 .055 35.3 13.7 0.177

W/L1.33 33 2.18 .054 36.8 17.4 0.262

V/L1.33 33 2.19 .052 44.2 40.5 0.389

t/L-1.33 33 2.17 .060 53.5 71.7 0.635

W/L=1.33 33 3.07 .052 47.5 7.99 0.248

l W/L-1.33 33 3.01 .060 52.7 22.2 0.349
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'%-1.33 33 3.00 .056 62.3 44.6 0.633

W/L-=1.33 33 3.05 .056 65.1 48.5 0.641

W/L=1.33 100 0.99 .018 23.5 '45.5 0.763

W/L1l.33 100 0.98 .017 23.4 46.0 0.774s

W/L=1.33 100 1.02 .016 28.1 68.2 1.179

W/L=1.33 100 1.05 .017 33.0 90.8 1.606

W/L=1.33 100 0.94 .058 18.8 22.6 0.268

W/L=1.33 100 1.04 .059 23.6 38.1 0.342

W/L=1.33 100 1.04 .059 28.2 66.4 0.652

w/L=1.33 100 1.00 .060 33.9 100.0 1.231

U/L=1.33 100 1.00 .111 22.1 34.9 0.203

W/L=1.33 100 1.04 .126 23.2 36.0 0.211

W/L=1.33 100 1.01 .125 27.8 63.4 0.329

W/L=1.33 100 0.98 .126 32.1 99.1 0.601

W/L=1.33 100 2.21 .101 40.4 11.3 0.487

W/L=1.33 100 2.23 .109 40.9 11.8 0.503

W/L=1.33 100 2.21 .110 42.0 16.0 0.559

W/L=1.33 100 2.23 .103 48.0 31.8 0.726

W/Lz1.33 100 2.20 .104 49.4 37.2 0.759

W/L=1.33 100 2.19 .109 71.7 100.0 1.542

W/L=2.00 33 0.92 .024 14.9 13.8 0.175

W/L=2.00 33 0.95 .024 16.2 18.3 0.209

W/L=2.00 33 0.95 .027 19.9 46.3 0.303

V/L=2.00 33 0.93 .027 22.0 614.6 0.901

W/L=2.00 33 0.88 .026 24.1 91.2 1.089

W/L=2.00 33 0.93 .052 14.8 10.7 0.146

W/L=2.00 33 0.92 .055 17.9 35.3 0.269

W/L=2.00 33 0.89 .055 21.5 69.1 0.631

W/L=2.00 33 0.92 .057 24.9 89.4 0.832

W/L=2.00 33 0.92 .106 16.4 22.0 0.176

W/L=2.00 33 0.88 .108 16.4 31.1 0.192

W/L=2.00 33 0.91 .101 20.5 57.6 0.271

W/L=2.00 33 0.91 .107 21.5 65.1 0.341

W/L=2.00 33 0.92 .107 26.2 98.8 0.513

W/L=2.00 33 2.08 .027 30.0 0.73 0.223
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V/L"2.00 33 2.08 .025 31.7 6.25 0.258

V/L*2.00 33 1.93 .026 35.5 28.7 0.466

W/L=2.00 33 1.99 .023 39.7 39.4 0.596

W/L=2.00 33 2.05 .026 51.2 74.0 1.077

V/L-2.00 67 0.93 .027 14.4 0.97 0.499

W/Lm2.00 67 0.95 .025 15.6 7.03 0.711

V/L=2.O0 67 0.97 .025 17.3 15.6 0.768

W/L-2.00 67 0.95 .024 18.1 24.8 1.001

W/L=2.00 67 0.96 .020 20.5 39.9 1.471

W/L=2.00 67 0.95 .022 22.2 52.9 1.696

W/L=2.00 67 0.99 .022 23.9 58.5 1.961

W/LS2.00 67 0.96 .020 24.9 70.1 2.587

W/L2.00 67 0.97 .025 26.8 80.1 2.640

W/L=2.00 67 0.98 .025 29.9 99.1 3.108

W/L,2.00 67 0.97 .038 16.4 11.3 0.539

W/L=2.00 67 0.96 .036 19.7 33.5 1.193

W/L=2.00 67 0.95 .031 22.2 52.5 1.588

W/L=2.00 67 1.00 .032 24.2 58.5 1.651

W/Ls2.00 67 0.90 .033 25.7 87.9 2.628

W/L=2.00 67 0.92 .065 16.E 17.0 0.502

W/L=2.00 67 0.95 .064 20.5 41.4 0.988

I/L=2.00 67 0.91 .064 22.1 58.6 1.351

W/L=2.00 67 0.94 .065 26.4 84.0 2.028

W/Ls2.00 67 0.93 .111 16.0 12.1 0.247

W/L=2.00 67 0.93 .102 16.4 15.1 0.293

W/L=2.00 67 0.93 .114 20.5 43.8 0.548

W/Ls2.00 67 0.96 .110 25.3 72.6 0.849

1/L =2. 00 67 0.97 .125 28.4 92.3 1.196

I,/L=2.00 67 2.20 .020 35.0 1.0 0.510

W/L=2.00 67 2.08 .023 37.0 16.2 0.663

i/L2.00 67 2.20 .022 40.4 17.0 0.759

W/L=2.00 67 2.05 .019 62.0 97.9 2.973

W/L=2.00 67 2.11 .055 36.4 12.5 0.466

W/L=2.00 67 2.11 .054 U5.3 40.3 1.046

W/L=2.00 67 2.11 .052 52.0 61.0 1.687
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W/L=2.00 67 2.11 .056 59.2 83.4 2.180

W/L=2.00 67 2.14 .111 36.6 12.2 0.204

W/L=2.00 67 2.09 .103 36.7 15.3 0.272

W/L=2.00 67 2.12 .108 46.1 42.2 0.714

W/L=2.00 67 2.11 .100 46.0 '42.7 0.710

W/L=2.00 67 2.16 .104 50.8 53.7 1.087

W/L=2.00 67 2.11 .107 53.6 66.1 1.139

W/L=2.00 67 3.10 .104 47.6 5.7 0.128

W/L,2.00 67 3.11 .101 53.7 12.8 0.148

W/L-2.00 67 3.09 .118 73.7 56.1 0.570

W/L=2.00 67 3.35 .122 76.0 62.8 0.731

W/L=2.00 67 3.12 .105 89.0 87.6 1.050

W/L=2.00 67 3.82 .109 61.8 5.8 0.124

W/L=2.00 67 3.83 .106 67.1 114.7 0.134

W/L=2.00 67 3.83 .108 70.6 20.7 0.143

W/L=2.00 67 3.87 .112 78.3 32.5 0.191

W/L=2.00 67 3.84 .109 111.5 90.1 0.487

W/L=2.00 100 0.88 .104 15.8 10.0 0.687

W/L=2.00 100 0.95 .104 20.4 31.5 0.775

W/L=2.00 100 0.94 .105 22.2 45.0 1.045

W/L=2.00 100 0.95 .107 24.0 55.4 1.142

W/L=2.00 100 0.97 .105 25.8 61.8 1.355

W/L=2.00 100 0.95 .105 29.5 89.0 1.537

W/L=2.00 100 2.10 .107 37.8 10.0 0.607

i/L=2.00 100 2.11 .107 40.4 16.6 0.643

W/L=2.00 100 2.07 .108 45.1 31.1 0.713

W/L=2.00 100 2.08 .106 50.0 46.7 0.931

W/L =2.00 100 2.10 .109 53.1 54.6 1.121

W/L=2.00 100 2.10 .109 57.8 68.0 1.204

W/L=2.00 100 2.07 .101 62.4 83.5 1.282

W/L=2.00 100 2.09 .108 64.2 88.0 1.494

W/L=2.00 100 3.01 .120 54.9 11.2 0.465

W/L=2.00 100 3.05 .085 58.1 16.5 0.592

W/L=2.00 100 3.,3 .081 59.7 20.4 0.589

W/L=2.00 100 3.02 .089 66.4 34.4 0.741
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W/L=2.00 100 3.03 .099 75.3 51.5 0.922

W/L=2.00 100 3.02 .104 84.6 71.2 1.123

W/L=2.00 100 3.00 .101 93.7 90.4 1.375

, W/L=2.00 100 3.85 .094 78.8 25.1 0.194

W/L-2.00 100 3.99 .095 88.3 35.1 0.290

W i/L=2.00 100 3.85 .110 87.2 38.4 0.277

W/L=2.00 100 3.88 .097 120.7 90.1 0.878

'4
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&PPINDIX 2*

CURVES OF THRUST VS. SLIP WITH 3RIGINAL DATA POINTS

This Appendix contaIns individual closest fit curves for

each of the 39 con fig uri tions teste-d. The curves are

presented as THRUST vs. X SLIP. The original data points are

superimposed on each curvs.
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RIBINIZ i
PARIMBTER COMPARISONS IN TERMS OF CT VS. I SLIP

This appendix contains some useful comparisons of system

parameter effects on thrust. rhe data is presented in terus

of THRUST COEFFICIENT vs. % SLIP with data gathered from the

curve fit solutions of Appendix D. rhese curves are helpful

in ascertaining the specific effects and trends caused by

changes in system parameters.
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